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Hi there at IGEM. 

In late December and early January, my wife & I were in the Victorian high country - Falls Creek [where we 
go each summer with a sizeable group of friends], with plans then to go on to Gerroa [on the coast about two 
hours' south o\f Sydney], before spending time with friends further south, first at Tomakin, and then close by 
Neerim South on our way home to Melbourne in late January. 

Each of those features is relevant to my submission which is as to the following. 
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1.      For Falls Creek this summer, 36 people had booked to come with our group whose time there was to be 
from 27 December to 8 January, with different people coming & going at different times during that period.  In 
the event, between 24 & 28 December, 14 of those people decided not to go to Falls Creek, all of them citing 
"the fires" in explanation of their decision.  To the extent that those people were willing to refer more 
specifically to the reasons for what was for them a quite costly decision, they referred to press reports of fires 
"near" Falls Creek.  At the time of those cancellations, there were no such fires, but it subsequently became 
evident that some journalists had little knowledge of the whereabouts of different places in Victoria and their 
relative positions - e.g. Omeo was said to be "just down the road" from Falls Creek, so too Porepunkah.  We 
continued to encounter people panic-stricken as a result of alarmist and ill-informed media reports. 

2.      Reinforced by the more recent experience of panic-stricken responses to COVID-19, the need for sober, 
properly informed, factual press / media reporting in relation to bushfires seems to be vital for community 
safety.  Appreciating that the state is in no position to issue directions intended to have such an effect, I wonder 
whether consideration ought be given to having responsible emergency services, when there is the possibility of 
panic, issuing factual statements which media are then required to carry / display / publish.  If it were 
necessary, that might be in the shape of paid advertisements, although it's to be hoped that media proprietors 
would recognise the interests of community safety and such expenditure as advertising requires would thus 
would not be necessary. 

3.      In explaining their decision to cancel, some in our group referred to a Community Information Guide to 
Falls Creek on the CFA website - 
http://www.members.cfa.vic.gov.au/mycfa/Show?pageId=publicDisplayDoc&docId=016705 .  That Guide 
rated the bushfire risk at Falls Creek as being Extreme.  Sixteen pages later, at the foot of the page - "Last 
updated Sep 2017".  While I appreciate that the Community Information Guide was intended to provide a 
range of information as to preparedness for bushfires, the first page where the Extreme rating receives 
prominence - and does even now when no bushfires are reported in the region at all - gives every appearance of 
being current.  In circumstances where accurate and timely information is vital and panic can prove harmful 
and even fatal, poor communication like this itself presents a risk to public safety. 

4.      Because my wife and I were in north-eastern Victoria and because we had plans also to be on the NSW 
coast, we had set the fire-watch apps of both the Victorian SES and the NSW RFS.  We found both of those 
apps highly informative.  Their provision of information was most timely.  Also armed with information 
provided by local ABC radio, we were confident that we knew what was happening where and what the 
shifting levels of risk were.  After we received a Watch & Act warning for Falls Creek at about 7.00 pm on 1 
January, with the help of the SES app we reviewed the situation, left Falls Creek the following morning and 
then stayed in Albury for several days, monitoring conditions in Falls Creek, in coastal NSW and on the route 
from Albury to Melbourne.  In doing so, we found the Victorian & NSW apps of invaluable assistance. 

5.      However, we noted a curious feature of some Victorian fires and some in NSW, at least as they were 
depicted on the respective apps: some of the areas affected by Victorian fires were shown to have an 
unwaveringly straight edge to the north, and some of those affected by NSW fires a similarly unwaveringly 
straight edge to the south.  In each case, of course, the straight edge was imposed by the boundary between the 
two States.  We did wonder whether the responsible authorities might learn from the fires themselves which 
don't respect interstate boundaries and, assuming that they do constantly share bushfire information, might 
conclude that they need to ensure that the information which they provide to the community is not artificially 
constrained by lines drawn on the map over a century ago.  Perhaps this should be an item of urgent business 
for COAG. 

6.      We also found that, monitoring fire conditions in two States as we were, we needed to understand two sets 
of risk-related terminology.  I expect that others too will have raised the need for emergency services in all 
States, as a matter of some urgency, to adopt agreed, uniform terms to be used in accounting for risk and 
issuing warnings.  We have a few months to get it right - and it shouldn't be all that difficult - and that too 
should be on the COAG agenda. 

         

In the event, after four days in Albury, we returned to Melbourne: our lodge at Falls Creek had put up the 
shutters until at least 17 January, Gerroa didn't look good and so it proved some days later when fire 
threatened Gerringong, less than five kms to the north, and our friend in Gippsland was busy with the CFA.  
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I hope that our experience and these observations and suggestions might assist in the review being conducted. 

Charles 

Charles Baré 




